Due to meetings on paper proposals on September 26th we are behind schedule. We did discuss how we would make it up, but for your records, here is a formal change of schedule.

MODIFIED COURSE SCHEDULE  October 10-October 31

Week Eight October 17 Subalterns & Postcolonials: Questions about the Other

Discuss Required Reading and Viewing

Recommended Reading
Amin, Event, Metaphor, Memory. JAMIE CANNY presents

If you are interested in following up on Said, I will be happy to accept reviews of Orientalism either in lieu of or in addition to a review of the essays/video above. For the longer Said video, see: Edward Said "On Orientalism" Video Part One Part Two Part Three Part Four

Week Nine October 24 Feminist Historiography
Discuss Required Reading (All available either via BBLearn OR the “Electronic Readings” link on course webpage
Recommended Readings
EITHER
Foucault, Michel. *The History of Sexuality*. **BRENDADEVINE Presents**
OR

Week Ten October 31 **Histories of the Present?**
Discuss Required Reading
Foucault, *Discipline & Punish*.

Recommended Reading
Foucault/Rabinow, *The Foucault Reader* [selections]. **JACK HICKS Presents**

Week Eleven November 7 BACK TO ORIGINAL SCHEDULE